[Transfusion transmitted bacterial infectious (TTBI) with blood component accountability score 2: Retrospective analysis of the French e-fit database 2000-2007. Groupe de travail–validation des IBTT (Working group for validation of transfusion-transmitted bacterial infections)].
Transfusion transmitted bacterial infection is an adverse reaction occurring in a patient during blood transfusion and due to the presence of bacteria in the blood component. For each transfusion transmitted bacterial infection suspicion, clinical and biological investigations should allow to either affirm the accountability of the transfused product in the occurrence of the infection (accountability score 4) or exclude it (accountability score 0). However, among 60,175 adverse reaction sheets extracted from the French e-FIT database (AFSSAPS), 143 are classified as transfusion transmitted bacterial infection diagnosis and 97 of them show a score of accountability 2 (possible). This study aims to analyze these 97 adverse reaction sheets and search for the reasons that led the haemovigilance network actors not to refine the degree of accountability in line with an exclusion or a confirmation of transfusion origin. During collective reading sessions, each adverse reaction sheet among the 97 extracted was re-analyzed with an accountability criteria grid, built beforehand, and proposed in the technical guide sheet for transfusion transmitted bacterial infection (e-Fit AFSSAPS). Among the 97 analyzed adverse reaction sheets with a score accountability of 2: 12.4 % were considered as "non-analysable"; 54% were reclassified in another diagnosis category: non haemolytic febrile reaction (n=12), unknown diagnosis (n=17); patient infection before transfusion (n=23); blood component's "smear" (n=9); retrograde contamination of blood component (n=5). Finally, only 18.5% adverse reaction sheets (n=18) were maintained with a true diagnosis of transfusion transmitted bacterial infection an accountability score of 2. These cases were in agreement with those described in number 2, 3 or 4 in the annex sheet "Fiche Technique TTBI". 70% of adverse reaction sheets reclassified under another diagnosis as transfusion transmitted bacterial infection had been declared between 2000 and 2004. In order to improve transfusion transmitted bacterial infection suspicions diagnosis approach and to guide the French haemovigilance network in the investigations following a transfusion transmitted bacterial infection suspicion, the group propose recommendations after each adverse reaction sheets category analysis. The improvement measures taken as part of the French haemovigilance declaration framework allowed to perfect the data quality of transfusion transmitted bacterial infection. Progresses are still to be made to improve clinical and biological declaration, in order to precise the accountability of a blood component in the occurrence of an adverse transfusion transmitted bacterial infection effect. Tracking transfusion transmitted bacterial infection notifications by a group of experts at the national level is still recommended.